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The secret circle season 2

By Sharky, Computerworld | Each season of How To Get Away With Murder starts with a flash-forward. Usually it's a murder, and we lucky viewers have to find out or find out, really, how it all went down. In season 5 of HTGAWM, one of the show's characters has faced an early frozen ending in the snowy woods outside what will be a
happy occasion - Oliver and Connor's wedding. And Bonnie, poor Bonnie, seems like the last person to have contact with the bloody body. Subsequent flash forwards in Episode 2 show her covered in blood and trying to clean it up, leading at least this viewer to wonder if Bonnie is the killer on HTGAWM this season. Bonnie hasn't had the
easiest life. Her father, who molested and assaulted her, often loaned Bonnie out to his friends for the same purpose. When she was 15, she became pregnant by one of these men, and after she had the baby, she was told that the baby died after being born, and that was it. She testified against her father and his cronies in court, and
that's how Bonnie met Annalise Keating. Now, having worked for and with Annalise for a few years, Bonnie has a normal job with the district attorney's office. She also has one thing for one of the AAs, which is a good sign. This is as normal as Bonnie can get, and she wants it. She wants a normal life, where you go to work and go home
and see your partner and go to sleep together and wake up together. She's earned this kind of happiness. But the desire to be normal is exactly what why Bonnie has a motive for being a murderer. At the end of Season 4, Gabriel Maddox came on stage. Frank quickly told someone on the phone that her children are here. Connect it with
Nate's own file dig and find out that Bonnie's child, a boy, didn't actually die, well, it seems that Gabriel could be Bonnie's biological son. The boy that Bonnie gave birth to was taken into custody by authorities shortly after being born (we might assume that Bonnie's father gave him up), but before he could be placed in a home, viewers look
at old security footage Nate has found that the baby was snatched by a hooded figure. A hooded figure that looks, well, much like Bonnie. If Bonnie saved this son, he would probably know his mother. Or, at least, Bonnie would have had an idea that he could have turned up at Middleton College. It's possible that Bonnie, close to having
something of a real life, killed Gabriel or a person who wanted to expose her giant lie, simply because she didn't want to go down annalise Keating's route of I'm Alone and I need my law students and big class-action funds to distract me to get through life. Remember that we still don't know who the victim was in the snow, but it had to be
someone that Laurel trusted to carry Christopher and that Frank would be stressed When we do, we'll have a better idea of why Bonnie is covered in blood and looks like she has to cover something up. Bonnie may now seem the most well-adjusted person in the senior crew on How To Get Away With Murder, but don't forget - she's killed
before. Bonnie killed Rebecca in Season 1, and that means she's inclined to do it again, no matter who it is. Bonnie protects Annalise, and Bonnie protects Bonnie, and if there was anyone who threatened her or her adopted family, as Rebecca was, Bonnie would sniff it out. Given that Bonnie was one of the last to see who the victim is
alive, there is probably a good reason why she literally has blood on her hands in the flash forward. Spoilers ahead for The Circle Season 1 finale. Netflix's reality phenomenon, The Circle, follows the contestants as they communicate online but never meet face-to-face, even if they are all in the same building. Things predictably got wild,
and The Circle audience has been swept up in its crazy twist and turns (think Big Brother meets Catfish). But despite the show's popularity, it's too early to say whether The Circle will return for Season 2.With all the buzz it's gotten, it would be a shame if The Circle was canceled after just one season, but it may take some time for some
renewal from Netflix. The series is based on a British show of the same name, which premiered in September 2018. The next month, Netflix announced that it would adapt the British reality show in three different countries, including the US Enter the US version, whose finale aired on Wednesday, November 15. I've definitely been in touch
with my family about just putting a lot of money away just so I have something like a pillow, The Circle winner told Entertainment Weekly, explaining that the rest of his earnings will go toward his aspiring acting career. In fact, Joey quickly became a fan favorite - albeit an unexpected one. It wasn't in the cards for me and Joey to see eye-
to-eye, but, like Shubham, I've come to love him as a brother and would happily participate in a pushup challenge if he asked me to, R. Eric Thomas wrote on Elle.com. Honestly, no one is more surprised by this than me. Sasso may come off as a Jersey Shore extra, but his unabashed confidence is what fans loved so much about him. I
didn't like Joey at first. but as time goes on, he has come to remind me of one of my best friends that I have, AugeanSpringCleaning wrote on Reddit. Muscle-head, lady-chasing dumbass that comes off like asshole but is really a good person. The audience also enjoyed Stassos's friendship with Shubham, which made him more likable for
some fans. Every single person judged me at first, thinking I'm this asshole Jersey Shore wannabe type of person, and then they got to see who I really am, Sasso told At the end of the day, let's be honest, I'm a loud, stupid, proud idiot, and I keep it 100 percent close and dear to my heart. I understand that I'm a character, and I love that
people have fun with it. And fans certainly had fun - not just with Joey memes, as there are many, but with the Netflix series as a whole. Consensus among fans seems to be, It's rubbish; I love it. As @princess_tayl posted on Twitter, someone else starts to see the circle on Netflix as a joke and ends up getting sucked in?? Or, as Vulture
comedy editor Megh Wright wrote, The Circle is terrible. The circle is amazing. The circle is the show we deserve right now. The circle also deserves another season, so hopefully the Netflix gods will give fans what they so desperately want. Abc's recently renewed crime series has tapped actor Michael Ealy to take over for Ryan Philippe
as its male director. Philippe announced that he would not be returning to the show in May, shortly after the series received a new season renewal. Since there seems to be some confusion ... the first season was a/b a man accused, his family and how he eventually sacrifices himself for them. That story has been told to be finalized, this
season, which was always the intention, he wrote on Twitter at the time. His departure left many viewers wondering where it left that show. Now it looks like we finally have our answer. As Deadline reports, the second season will go anthology, focusing on a very different murder case with Ealy playing the new man at the center of the
media storm. The actor will portray the smart, well-educated and hard-working Eric Warner. At the beginning of the season, Eric is apparently at the top of his game - he is expected to inherit the family's private equity firm in Charlotte, North Carolina, is newly married to one, and is basically on cloud nine. But everything changes when he
attends a party to honor his father who passes over the reins. Tragedy strikes suddenly and his new wife Kate is murdered. Before he knows it, his seemingly perfect life is over, and nothing will ever be the same. Ealy will star opposite Juliette Lewis, the only recurring cast member from season one of the show. The actor is set to reprise
his role as steely-eyed and unflappable Detective Andrea Cornell, who is set to accuse the investigation into the murder of Eric's wife. Secrets and Lies received a mixed critical reception in its first season. Despite that, the show did pretty well, earning an average of 5.66 million viewers and a 1.5 rating in the key 18-49 demo in its first 10-
episode run. That's ratings were strong enough to earn a second season renewal, which ABC officially confirmed back in May. About can keep the audience in place, now that taking over for Philippe, remains to be seen. One thing is for sure: he has good experience in small screen dramas. In fact, Secrets and Lies (which is based on the
Australian series of the same name) is just his last notable gig on the small screen. The actor has previously appeared in Fox's sci-fi police drama Almost Human and recently wrapped up a villainous turn on the network's just axed crime series, The Following. He has also made himself known on the big screen, with turns in both the Think
Like a Man movies, the comedy Las Vegas and last year's rom-com, About Last Night. Secrets and Lies isn't the only project Ealy has on its way. On the feature film side, he is also set to star in the upcoming thriller film The Perfect Guy, which is due out in September. The second season of Secrets and Lies debuts on ABC mid-season. It
will take over 10 .m. time slot on Wednesday nights during Nashville's break. More from Entertainment Cheat Sheet: Picture: iStock Spring Allergy Season begins next month, and if you want to avoid symptoms, you need to act now. Pretreating allergies will lead to better control over symptoms, and perhaps prevent symptoms from
showing up, said Dr. Ahmad Sedaghat, an ear, nose, and throat specialist at Harvard-affiliated Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary. Automatic defense When spring allergens – typical pollen from oak, elm, birch, poplar or maple trees, depending on where you live – float through the air and reach the nose, the body sometimes
overreacts. Mast cells in the feed of the nose mistake the harmless triparticles for dangerous invaders, and summon help by releasing chemicals such as histamine and tryptase, which then recruit more immune system cells for the fight. However, these chemicals also trigger watery eyes, runny nose, sneeze, cough and sore throat – a



gooey root known as hay fever (allergic rhinitis). The action of allergies goes beyond discomfort. Your sleep is worse, you're more tired in the morning, and your quality of life is suffering, says Dr. Sedaghat. Blocking the defenses instead of letting the body conduct an unnecessary fight against pollen, you can turn off the defense system
with medications. But it's best to do it before the allergens arrive. This is partly because some medicines, such as corticosteroid nasal spray, take a few weeks to become fully effective. It's also because the reaction to even some allergens has a snowball effect. When the reaction starts, it is difficult to stop, explains Dr. Sedaghat. More
inflammatory cells are recruited to the nose and sinuses, the symptoms become more severe, and it is difficult to treat them. Instead, he suggests that it is better to block the reaction before it begins, which prevents symptoms or reduces its severity, keeping irritation from developing into sinusitis or an asthma flare. Only certain allergy
medications should be used in advance. Topping list is a corticosteroid nasal spray, such as mometason furoate (Nasonex) or fluticasone propionate (Flonase). Many of these sprays are now available over the counter. These nasal steroid sprays treat more symptoms of allergies than other drug classes, and they are more effective in
reducing the severity of symptoms, says Dr. Sedaghat. But it takes a month for cells to feel full effect and to turn off inflammatory chemicals. Use the spray every day while the allergy season lasts, starting a month in advance of when you expect to get allergy symptoms. Another medication that can be taken in advance of expected
symptoms is an antihistamine, which counteracts the effects of histamine. It's not as effective as nasal steroid spray, but it can be very good at preventing symptoms, says Dr. Sedaghat. But antihistamines can be risky for older adults. Some antihistamines, such as diphenhydramine (Benadryl), can cause drowsiness, which leads to falls.
Dr. Sedaghat suggests avoiding it. Better options include antihistamines fexofenadine (Allegra) or loratadine (Claritin), available over the counter. These drugs are less likely to cause drowsiness. Safer than oral antihistamines are prescription antihistamine sprays, such as azelastin (Astelin) and olopatadine (Patanase), which can help
prevent the symptoms of sneesis and runny nose while minimizing drowsiness. Antihistamine island drops, such as ketotifen (Zaditor), available over the counter, and olopatadine (Patanol), available on prescription, can be used to prevent watery eyes. Other medications Decongestant pills, such as pseudoephedrine (Sudafed), help
reduce nasal congestion, but they can cause problems for people with high blood pressure or heart problems and should not be used to deal with allergies. Decongestant spray such as oxymetazolin (Afrin) should not be used for more than a few days, since prolonged use can make congestion worse. Another option is allergy shots to
reduce allergic symptoms, but that approach can take three to five years to be fully effective. This is usually a last resort for people who do not respond to medication and do not have asthma. What you should do Work with your doctor to develop a pretreatment strategy, including how far in advance you should use medications. That plan
should also include drug-free ways to avoid allergens, such as keeping air conditioning and heat filters and valves clean, keeping windows closed, wearing a mask for outdoor gardening, and avoiding going outside when pollen levels are highest. Disclaimer: As a service for our readers, Harvard Health Publishing provides access to our
library of archived content. Please note the date of last review or update on all articles. No content on this site, regardless of date, should be direct medical advice from your doctor or another qualified clinician. clinician.
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